
    

         

Session 2021-2022   

Date: 3rd January- 31st January   

   

Subject       English       

Class      I     

Chapters      Grammar : 1. Questions and Statements         

2. Yes and No Statements          

3. Object writing/ Paragraph writing  

4. Picture comprehension 

                        

Date     03.01.2022- 31.01.2022     

Day     Explanation     

Day 1 , 2   

, 3 & 4   

   

Question and Statements Teacher 

will ask:   

a) How are you all today?   

b) What did you eat in the morning today?        

After getting the probable answers the teacher will introduce the topic   

Teacher will explain that when you ask something to someone, it is called a 

question. And, when the person replies back, it is called a statement. A 

statement ends with a fullstop (.) and a question ends with a question mark (?). 

Vocabs  to be done orally   statement, question mark, full stop, question   

REFER GB Pg. 93,94,95   

Page 93,94   



Day 5, 6   

& 7   

   

   

Yes and No Statements Teacher will 
ask:   

a) Are you happy today?   

   

b) Do you like coming to school?   

   

After getting the probable answers the teacher will write on the board.   

   

   

Teacher will explain that whenever we have to answer in agreement, we use “yes” 

in affirmation in our statements/ answers. And, whenever we have to answer in 

disagreement, we use “no” in negation in our statements/ answers.   

   

REFER GB Pg. 99   

   
C.W- Grammar Magic   Pages:  

100, 101  
https://youtu.be/FrGaB7KVvZM   

   

   

Day 8 , 9   

, 10 & 11   

   

Revision on  Paragraph Writing  / Object writing 

Teacher will discuss questions about classroom objects to check if the children are 

able to answer in meaningful sentences.   

  

https://youtu.be/FrGaB7KVvZM
https://youtu.be/FrGaB7KVvZM
https://youtu.be/FrGaB7KVvZM
https://youtu.be/FrGaB7KVvZM


  

Teacher will talk about the boxes of the children and encourage them to write about 
it in the notebook.   

( description of the objects or place , its size, colour, usefulness etc.) 1. My 

pencil box        

   

2. My classroom          

   

   

3. My favourite vegetable      

          
   

 Day 11     Revision on Opposites   

   

To be done in the Notebook-   

   

1. fat- thin   

2. big- small   

3. right- left / wrong   

4. giant- dwarf/ tiny   

5. cry- smile   

6. light- dark   

7. accept- refuse    

8. heavy- light   

9. sunrise- sunset   

10. dry- damp/ wet   

11. ugly- beautiful   

12. external- internal   

   



Day 12 & 

13   

Revision      

Frame sentences   

C.W in the notebook   

1. river         8. water   

  

2. boy           9. laughing         

3. teacher      10. trees   

4. pencils      11.crow   

5. basket       12. rain   

6. car            13. plant   

7. bird           14. enjoy   

Day  14   Revision    

   

Describing words    

(  To be done in the notebook)   

   

C.W  - Circle the describing words   

1. The flower is red in colour.                                            

2. Sugar is sweet.   

3. A large car cannot pass through a narrow road.   

4. He is a fast driver   

5. My sister is a strong girl.   

H.W in the notebook - Circle the describing words   

1. The sky is covered with dark clouds.   

2. They have a beautiful home.   

3. The green frog hopped around the pond.   

4. The soft music made him feel sleepy.   

5. I bought a beautiful and pretty doll.  

   

   

Day 15   Revision Sundari    

The Tiger and the Mosquito   

Day  16,  

17  & 18   

Revision of position words and verbs   

 Worksheet on position words   

 Worksheet  on verbs and helping verbs   

   

To be provided by the class teacher in the respective groups   

   

    


